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9. OPNZ’s most recent Investment Plan was submitted in 2018 and was approved for a two year
period.

The TEC has concerns about OPNZ’s educational performance
10. The TEC’s key area of concern with OPNZ is its educational performance, particularly for Māori
and Pasifika learners. Compared with the ITP sector as a whole, OPNZ performs poorly for
course completion, qualification completion, progression and retention (see Appendix 2). While
poorer performance may be expected from students juggling multiple commitments, the gap
between OPNZ and other ITPs is notable, even when accounting for known challenges
associated with extramural study.
11. Through data analytics, OPNZ expects to be better able to identify those students needing
additional support, along with when this support is required. While this approach is promising,
OPNZ still needs to actively divest from its poorest performing provision and address its
student support services to ensure that its enrolment processes help learners to make better
choices.

OPNZ is focused on growing its enrolments and online operations
12. A key priority for OPNZ is to offer open access to anyone wanting to learn while also focussing
on growing its enrolments and expanding its online operations. This creates a challenge in an
environment where OPNZ’s performance does not yet warrant additional investment outside of
relatively small bespoke areas of excellence (such as its current Corrections delivery).
13. On 18 April 2019, OPNZ wrote to TEC to request $1.5 million of additional funding to meet
forecasted demand. This request is being considered by TEC.

OPNZ broadly supports the RoVE proposals
14. You recently met with OPNZ’s Council Chair, Murray Bain, and Chief Executive, Caroline
Seelig, on 26 April 2019 to discuss the Reform of Vocational Education (RoVE). An Event
Backgrounder for this meeting was provided to you on 23 April 2019 [see ref E-19-00557].
15. The TEC received a submission from OPNZ on the RoVE proposals on 5 April 2019. The
submission was broadly in support of the RoVE proposals, with specific suggestions on how to
implement proposal two (“create a New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology (NZIST) with
a robust regional network of provision”).
16. OPNZ is, as an online provider, particularly concerned with how distance delivery is provided
as part of the NZIST. It is concerned that other regional centres of the new NZIST would not be
able to provide the same expertise and capability as what the OPNZ could offer. OPNZ
proposes that in addition to the central NZIST and regional delivery centres, there should also
be a “distance delivery arm”, and this function would sit across all delivery regions of the
NZIST.
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Hon Chris Hipkins
Manager Delivery and Projects
Delivery Directorate
8 May 2019
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Appendix 1: Biographies of OPNZ Chair and Chief Executive
Murray Bain, Chair
Murray Bain is a highly experienced director, and corporate and
government organisational leader.
During his career across the public and private sector he has been a
senior banker (Assistant Governor Reserve Bank of New Zealand;
Senior General Manager Trust Bank New Zealand), senior financial
executive (Trust Bank New Zealand) and Chief Executive in
Government agencies (Ministry of Science & Innovation; Foundation
for Research, Science & Technology; and Accident Compensation
Corporation (acting)).
Murray has wide board experience across a range of private, not-forprofit and government organisations. He is currently an independent
Director of Powerco New Zealand Limited; Deputy Chair of TSB Bank;
a NorthTec board member; and a Director of the Central DHB
Technology Advisory Services Board.

Caroline Seelig, Chief Executive
Dr Caroline Seelig joined the Open Polytechnic as Chief Executive
on 26 January 2009. Formerly Deputy Chief Executive of Nelson
Marlborough Institute of Technology (NMIT) from 2000–2009,
Caroline has more than 20 years of experience as a senior manager
in New Zealand’s ITP sector.
Caroline has extensive knowledge of the ITP sector, having
previously held senior positions in Tai Poutini Polytechnic, Eastern
Institute of Technology, and Nelson Marlborough Institute of
Technology. She has led institutional strategic and investment
planning, along with oversight of flexible learning, teaching and
delivery units; academic portfolio development; quality management;
and student support. She has also been involved in a wide range of
successful collaborative initiatives and projects to drive change and
innovation.
Caroline is an honorary adviser to the Commonwealth of Learning.
A Woolf Fisher Scholar in 2004, Caroline holds a PhD in Biology
from University College of Swansea and a Master of Educational
Administration from Massey University.
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Appendix 4: OPNZ funding for 2019
The table below shows OPNZ’s initial 2019 funding allocation.

Edumis number: 6022

On-plan Funds
Funding Period: 1 January 2019 - 31 December 2019

2019
Funding
(ex GST)

Student Achievement Component – Qualifications at Levels 1 and 2 of the
NZQF

$2,621,026.00

Student Achievement Component – Provision at Level 3 and above on the
NZQF

$35,273,884.00

Equity total funding
Equity funding for Māori students
Equity funding for Pasifika students
Equity funding for students with disabilities
Performance-Based Research Fund
Total On-plan Funding

$271,286.00
$105,748.00
$34,717.00
$130,821.00
$155,202.79
$38,321,398.79

Performance-Based Research Fund
The funding under the PBRF comprises the following:
PBRF Component
Quality Evaluation:
Percentage allocated from this component (2019):
Research Degree Completions:
Percentage allocated from this component (2019):
External Research Income:
Percentage allocated from this component (2019):
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2019 allocation
$153,281.17
0.0885%
$0.00
0.0000%
$1,921.63
0.0031%

